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ansys/hexagon provides the industry-leading platform for energy-related applications and markets its four comprehensive product lines to ensure that you have the tools you need to solve the toughest problems. while this webinar will be covering ansys lumerical, hexagon research systems provide over 25 tools ranging from the rapid prototyping and injection molding of plastics, to the manufacture of difficult-to-manufature semiconductor devices. our solidworks modeling tools and software are available as well.
this webinar will cover the major improvements and changes in the 2018 r1 release of ansys fluent. topics include: enhanced logging and documentation tools, static and dynamic analysis for transient and linearized flows, heat transfer estimation methods, and the new functional project designer (fpd) for setting up flows and running simulations. this webinar will outline the new simulation capabilities available with the ansys fluent 2018 r1 release. this webinar will provide a deeper dive into the comprehensive

capabilities of the cfx 17 technology. we will focus on new modeling capabilities, industry standard features, and integration of the latest version. we will also touch on the many unique capabilities of the newest version of ansys cfx. there are no release dates or official dates yet for the new release, but we will keep you informed of any new information. process modeling is key to the design, and process simulation is becoming increasingly important in the engineering design process. more challenges are forcing
engineers to use process modeling and simulation, and the results are showing promise in the early stages of the design. for additive manufacturing, process simulation is critical because it is the key to extracting value from the sparseness of additive manufacturing data. it can take engineering teams a long time to manually run a costly test before design decisions are made. there is no software that does that for you. as a result, engineers waste a lot of time and money running tests before making design

decisions. this is known as the design cycle. in this webinar, we'll discuss how process modeling and process simulation can help improve the design cycle.
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the purpose of this reaase is to provide you with the new features in ansys dc design civil. this is version 2.0. it features three new tools that are complementary, and collectively increase its capability: ansys evt simulate multiphase flow (ansys multiflow), ansys layout cad (ansys 3d cad), and ansys draftsight porous in situ site modeling (pisces). these tools will enhance
your capabilities in designing and modeling multi-phase and porous flow processes. with ansys 2022 r1, the hardware-in-the-loop can be rendered in real time with fp64 and built into the fea solver. this means that the entire qp solver experience, including solver convergence and solution quality, can be achieved in a single simulation run. with fp64, maximum

performance for engineering modeling with highest numerical accuracy can be achieved for the entire fe analysis workflow. and, the very latest release of ansys wavefront 2019 delivers powerful capabilities and leading ease-of-use. it is the next-generation wavefront solution that provides a true cloud work environment for desktop-based design. whether on a pc, tablet
or mobile device, wavefront and its industry-leading wavefront 3d, wavefront 2.0, and vectorwave software provide a comprehensive workflow for additive manufacturing that ensures on-demand manufacturing is always the quickest solution. ansys quickdoc v2 comes with edit mode and quick mode enabling users to view, track and share documents, including cad, acis,

iges, step, pdf, dwg, vrml and all the most popular formats. quickmode makes it easy to create, open, modify, save and save changes to your documents right from within the ansys quickdoc software. thus, you will be able to access, view and edit all of your files like you are editing your files on the desktop. 5ec8ef588b
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